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“There will be blood in the streets” — USAG Loretta Lynch (D)

“Show me where it says that protests must be polite and peaceful.” — CNN's Chris

Cuomo

“There needs to be unrest in the streets” — US Rep Ayanna Pressley (D)

“Protesters should not let up” — Sen. Kamala Harris (D)

“I just don't know why there aren't uprisings all over this country. Maybe there should be.” — US House Speaker Nancy

Pelosi (D)

“You get out and you create a crowd, and you push back on them, and you tell them they're not welcome anymore,

anywhere!” — US Rep Maxine Waters (D)

“I will go and take Trump out tonight.” — US Rep Maxine Waters (D)

“When they go low, we kick 'em. That’s what this new Democratic Party is about.” — USAG Eric Holder (D)

“How do you resist the temptation to run up and wring her neck?” — MSNBC's Nicole Wallace on White House Press

Secretary Sarah Sanders

“I'd like to punch him in the face.” — Robert De Niro on President Trump

“If we were in high school I'd take him behind the gym and beat the hell of of him.” — Democrat Candidate Joe Biden on

President Trump

“When was the last time an actor assassinated a president?” — Johnny Depp 

 

“Where is John Wilkes Booth when you need him” — Carole Cook 

 

“They're still gonna have to go out and put a bullet in Donald Trump, and that's a fact.” — Rick Wilson, Dem Political
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Strategist

“I have thought an awful lot about blowing up the White House” — Madonna

... and there are TONS MORE examples just like these from Democrats calling for violence against their political opponents.

What we now have from Democrats is highly-selective and fully partisan faux "outrage" as they turn a blind eye to their own

crimes.
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